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Student influence seen I-LABS SEEIN
as prime UAP issue
MOVING TO

Albert no longer undergrad;
,Assembly may demand
his reinstatement

President Howard Johnson
angrily denies all rumors;
Draper misinterpreted
DUE
SPIN-OFF
LAB

Appenls

There is no appeal of the
Committee's decision, save for a
request to Johnson himself.
Many students have criticized
the MIT judicial system for this
fault, and Lamson agreed that
we need a more highly organized
judicial setup. Meanwhile, Johnson had previously insisted that
he would abide by the Discipline
Committee's recommendations.
SDS Plaits
Forgetting, at least temporar'ily, the ideological clashes that
,provoked tension between the
two groups during the November
Actions, the SDS chapters have
joined forces to sponsor a rally
this afternoon at 1:00 in the
lobby of building 7. Claiming
that the expulsion of Albert is
another example of administration and Corporation attempts
"to destroy dissent," the radicals
demanded an "End to political
repression at MIT," specifically
amnesty for Mike Albert and the
other students involved in similar cases. The other half of the
demands reiterates the NAC condemnation of war research projects.
Assembly motion
As for the General Assembly,
a motion will be introduced at
(Please turn to page 7}
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NASA SITE

. Dresser weigh place
on ballot as UAP
By Lee Giguere
Student influence in Institute
policy decisions will be an important issue in this year's UAP /
lrace, according to two possible
candidates. Although Karen WatUAP (?) Mike Albert
tel has stated that she will not
replace Mike Albert as UAP, no
special election will be held and
the post will remain vacant until
the regular elections in early
March.
Steve Ehrmann, '71, XVI,
Wells Eddleman, '71, XIIB,
and
Decision will not interrupt
both strongly considering
are
work of CIS staff,
running for UAP. Both stated
Pool affirms
that they were interested in inBy Joe Kashi
creasing the student role in deciHarvard participants in the sion making at the Institute.
Cambridge Project (CAM) have
Bob Dresser, '71, XV, said
withdrawn a motion which that he had been asked to run
would have asked Harvard to and that he is trying to find out
confer special status upon Har- "'if he can do something" in
vard participation in the project. student government. If he ran,
According to Edward New- he would want to "mobilize the
man, Professor of Psychology student body." Howyever, he felt
and spokesman for the Harvard it was "unclear if it wants to be
participants in the project, the mobilized."
Ehrmann said that at the premotion asked President Nathan
Pusey of Harvard to appoint the ,sent time his candidacy was unHalvard representatives to the certain because he was considergoverning board of the project. ing the possibility of running
However, other members of the with another candidate. He also
Harvard faculty objected that mentioned the possibility of runthis would confer a special status ning for UAVP himself.
Participation
to the controversial project. The
Ehrmann believed that the
Harvard participants agreed, and
the motion was accordingly important issue would be particiwithdrawn by the project's pation on the part of more
people in the student governmembers.
Newman emphasized that ment. Concurrent with this, he
Harvard did not forbid faculty placed importance on getting inparticipation in the project as formation on what people want.
Ehrmann said that he wanted
was implied in Wednesday's Harvard Crimson. "Further," he to see "students working as
said, "Harvard has taken no of- closely as possible with the faficial action on the project other
than to approve faculty participation through its Committee on
Research Policy."
Professor Ithiel Pool said
that the most important result
ofthe controversy was that
agreement was reached in advance that Harvard participants
would not seek the involvement
of Harvard as an institutional
sponsor.
None of the principals in the
project expected lack of official
institutional representation by
Harvard to have a significant
effect on participation of HarSteve Ehrmann
|I
vard faculty in the project.

HARVARD REBUFFS
CIS PROJECT CAM
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Hill will replace Ruina
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ALBERT RECEVOES
EXPULSION NOTE;
SDS PLANS RALL
By Alex Makowski
Mike Albert received yester
day the letter from President
Johnson that effectively terminates his status as an'undergraduate at MIT. The letter marked
the end of the formal process for
"requesting the withdrawal" of
students cited by the Faculty
Discipline Committee.
According to Institute procedure, Albert may apply for
readmission next fall. But both
Professor Roy Lamson, Chairman of the Discipline Committee, and President Johnson warrned that the mere passage of time
would not be considered sufficient grounds for reinstatement.
Lamson elaborated, explaining
that other students expelled for
siciplinary reasons generally submitted recommendations from
their employers or.other schools
when seeking reentry.
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Major shakeups in the Institute administrative structure
concerned with the Special Laboratories took place during the
vacation period.
- Thursday, Professor of Physics Albert Hill confirmed rumors that he would succeed Dr.
Jack Ruina, currently Vice President for Special Laboratories.
Ruina was not available for comment. Hill. declined additional
comment, referring reporters to
the President's Office. Assistant
to the President Constantine B.
Simonides was unavailable for
' comment. Hill's new post will
by Gary Dear
_Photo
Photo by Gary De~ardii carry the dual title of Vice President for Research AdministraDoctor Jack Ruina
tion and Special Laboratories.
I

I

I

In a change officially announced over vacation, Professor
Charles L. Miller, who succeeded
Professor C. Stark Draper as
director of the recently renamed
Draper Labs on January 1, was
named to the new post of Associate Dean of Engineering. He
will retain his position in the
Draper Labs, but will resign his
position as head of the Department of Civil Engineering. He
will be succeeded in that position by Professor Peter Eagleson.
The dual shakeup sparked
speculation in some quarters
that the decision to give the top
Special Lab administrators dual
positions was a hedge by the
{Please turn to page 3)
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Hanscom Air Base, site of
Lincoln Lab, rumored to
be phased out soon

t
I'

By Harvey Baker
Dr. C. Stark. Draper, former
director of the Instrumentation
Laboratory, said in an interview
with a Boston Globe reporter
earlier this week that he was
"discussing informally with officials in Washington" the possibility of moving the Labs into
the newly closed NASA center
in Kendall Square.
The closing of the uncompleted center was announced
December 29 by NASA Administrator Thomas Paine. Termination of the center at this
time will likely damage the economy of the Boston area, unless it
is taken over by another federal
agency that can make use of its
facilities, at the present thought
to be the most likely possibility.
Draper's statements were
immediately refuted by President Howard.Johnson, who announced in a statement released
by the Public Relations Office
that "Dr. Draper has been misquoted or misconstrued."
"MIT has not been talking
formally, informally or otherwise with anyone in Washington
about use by MIT of the NASA
property in Cambridge."
Future of Lincoln Lab
In an unrelated story, Hanscom Field, site of MIT's Lincoln
Laboratory, is rumored to be
moving to Rome, New York, for
consolidation with Griffith Air
Force Base, in an economy
move. While Lincoln's work is
not directly tied to Hanscome,
but rather to the Air Force as a
whole, the land on which it rests
is owned by the Air Force,
which if it sells out, would force
Lincoln either to buy the land
or relocate.
At present, neither option is
under consideration by the Institute, whose Vice President in
charge of Special Laboratories,
Jack Ruina, stated in an interview with The Tech, that he had
"absolutely no information"
about the rumored move. Nonetheless, job placement services
are already said to be preparing
to canvass employees at the Lab
in anticipation of the potential

L-C 1,,1

culty." Together he felt they
could assert "the latent sort of
power that both groups have."
This could come from wider
participation.
Ehrmann said that he would
run a different sort of campaign,
by putting emphasis on
administration and bringing up
new ideas from the Assembly
itself. He felt that if people have
something they want to do, the
GA should be able to help them
with their project.
Communication
Eddleman felt that communication would be an important
issue. "It is important that
people know what's going on."
Eddleman'said that in the past3
studentgovernment has been a
"playtoy for student politicians"
of both extremes. He believes
that student government should
'assert student opinion." However, its influence "depends on
the quality of its work."
Eddleman said he would
'"look into incorporating the student government" in a manner
similar to that at Caltech. This
would allow the GA to sponsor
research. At the same time, however it would also increase the
government's legal liability.
Activist running mate
When asked about possible
running mates, Ehrmann said
that he is looking for one or two
types of people. His first choice
would be an activist, who would
work with the administration
while leaving him free to serve as
a sort of general coordinator. His
second choice would be a freshman or sophomore who showed
promise in student government.
He felt that this would provide
needed continuity in the spirit
of the government.
Eddleman said that he was
looking for a running mate with
whom he could work effectively.
He also said that it would be
important for his choice to have
a philosophy similar to his.
While he would consider the
vote-getting value of his running
mate, he did not feel this was an
important factor.
Last year's race
Last year's presidential campaign was characterized by confusion over just who was running. Jim Smith, a strong contender who had run the year
before, entered, withdrew, then
entered again late in the race.
Mike Albert, the eventual victor,
declared himself a candidate too
late to be listed on the ballot,
and ran on a write-in campaign.
The main issue last year was
radical reform -- Smith and Albert, the two top finishers, both
advocated far-reaching changes
in MIT s educational policy.

move.

The idea of consolidating
Hanscom and Griffith is not a
new one. Eight years ago a similar move was proposed, but at
the time Griffith was reported to
be coming to Hanscomn rather
than vice versa. The facilities in
the Boston area are far superior
for research than those in Rome,
New York, and Vice-President
Ruina said he would be
"shocked" were the Hanscomn
move to be consummated.
Draper denies remarks
Regarding Boston's fine
facilities and potential for electronic research and developI

(Please turn to page 3)
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'COMMITTEE SETS
PRIVACY GOALS
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By Werner Schlegal
The preliminary report of
the Committee on the Privacy of
Information at MIT, recently re,leased to the community, addresses itself to the-problem of
protecting individuals against the
invasion of their rights of privacy. The report observes that
no serious violations of individual privacy have come to the
committe's attention ;.,there is a
very real danger.
Accessaliility
The basic suggestions of the
committee cover the setting up
of guidelines .for -ate assimilation, use, and dissemination of
information concerning members of the MIT community.
One of the important issues discussed is the accessability of
information. The individual, according to the report, should
have access to information- per-taining to himself. That is, he
has the right to know what
records exist about him, the
accuracy of the information, and
its potential use by other people
outside his control.
Concerning the collection of
information, the guidelines call
for justification for information.
gathered, an indication of intended use included on questionnaires and other forms, and a
seperation of sensitive personal I
material from other records.
Forms such as applications for
admission and financial aid,
which contain an implicit sanction against non-compliance,
would have a statement of consequences, if any, for withholding information. Also included
is a suggestion that personal information be destroyed after it
has ceased to be useful.

COOP NOMINATIONS
The Stockholders, at'their annual meeting Friday, qecember 19,
1969, nominated the following directors and officers:

DIRECTORS
Student Directors
JOSEPH ANGLAND Class of 1971 (M.I.T.), ALAN K. AUSTIN Class of 1970
(Harvard), MISS FRANCESTA E. FARMER Class of 1971 (Radcliffe), WILLIAM R.
HARVEY Graduate School of Education (Harvard), DONALD W. MITCHELL Class
of 1971 (Harvard Law School), RONALD H. RENNICK Class of 1971 (Harvard),
LON E. ROBERTS Class of 1972 (Harvard), STEPHEN E. ROULAC Class of 1970
(HarvardBusiness School), PAUL S. SNOVER Class of 197-1(M.I.T.);'CHRISTOPHER
S. WELCH Graduate School (M.I.T.), JAMES M. ZIEGENMEYER Graduate School
(M.I.T.).

Non-Student Directors
WILLIAM D. ANDREWS Professor of Law (Haervard-Law School), MILTON P.
BROWN .Lincoln Filene Professorof Retailing (Harvard Business School), BRUCE -CHALMERS Gordon McKay Professor of Metallurgy (Harvard), ROBERT J. HOLDEN.
Associate_ Dean of Student Affairs (M.I.T.), MALCOLM G. KISPERT Vice President
for Academic Administration (M.I.T.), RICHARD G. LEAHY Assistant Dean of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences for Resources and Planning, Member of the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences, Member of the Board-of Freshman Advisers, Coordinatorfor
Governmental Relations (Harvard), LOUIS LOSS William Nelson Cromwell Professor of Law (Harvard,Law School), DONALD P. SEVERANCE Executive Vice
President and Treasurer of the Alumni Association (M.l.T.), PHILIP A. STODDARD
Vice President for-Operations (M.I.T.), ROBERT B. WATSON Dean of Students,
Member of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences (Harvard), CHARLES M. WILLIAMS
George Gund Professor of Commercial Banking (HarvardBusiness School).
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Today through Tuesday!

First Theatrical Showing in 5 Years!
One of the Great Film ClassicsThe Uncut Version of
Akira Kurosawa's
THE SEVEN SAMURAI
7:00 - 9:30 Sat/Sun Mat 4:30

HARVARD SQUARE
M.I.T. STUDENT CETER
HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER

<Eurosocunnnosomo~szonowou
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Today
- Tuesday!
DIETRICH!
'Shangai Express" 6:40- 10:00
'"The Scarlet Express" 8:00
Sat/Sun Mat 3:20
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JOHN P. ELDER Professor of Greek and Latin, Dean of the Gradusde School of
Arts and Sciences, Director of the Center for Middle Eastern Studies (Harvard),
*DANA L. FARNSWORTH Henry K. Oliver Professor of Hygiene, Director of the
University Health Services, Member of the Faculty of Public Health, Member of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences (Harvard), CARL F. FLOE Vice President, Research
Administration, Professor of Metallurgy (M.I.T.), *ALAN S. GEISMER, JR. Class of
1970 (Harvard), *RICHARD G. HENDERSON GraduateSchool (M.I.T.), CORNELIUS
W. MAY Kennedy School of Government, Graduate of Law School, 1969 (Harvard),
DANIEL H. SMITH Medical School, Class of 1972 (Harvard), JAMES R. TAGGART
Class of 1970 (M.I.T.), KENNETH R. WADLEIqH Vice President(M.I.T.), **CHARLES
P. WHITLOCK Assistant to the President for Civic and Government Relations,
Member of the Board of Freshman Advisers (Harvard).
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PROCEDURE FOR MAKING ADDITIONAL NOMINATIONS

'Members of the Nominating Committee
*Chairman of the Nominating Committee

Po

-s

As a result of the filling of vacancies at the Stockholders' meeting, the ten stockholders (of whom five are students) are:

i

Today through Saturday.t
Bogart and Hepburn
THE AFRICAN QUEEN
Sunday through Saturday!
BOGART in BEAT THE DEVIL
All shows - 5:30 - 7:30 - 9:30
Sat/Sun Mat 3:30

--

On D1ecember 17, 1969, the Board of Directors appointed Alexander Zavelle General Manager, and in that capacity he was elected
a Director at the December 19, 1969 meeting of the stockholders.

TR 6-4226c
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Pursuant to Article'Vl, 12, of the Society's By-Laws, as revised October, 1969, additional nominations for student directors may be made by
petition signed by at least one hundred student members and filed with the
clerk (by leaving the petition with the manager of any of the four stores) not
later than 5 P.M., January 19, 1970. A signature will be invalid unless the
student designates his membership number and school and he is currently
enrolled in that school. IF A STUDENT SIGNS MORE THAN ONE PETITION,
HIS SIGNATURE ON EACH PETITION WILL BE DISREGARDED.
Pursuant to Article VI, 14, additional nominations for officer-alumni
directors may be similarly made by petition signed by at least one hundred
non-student members.

;82~~UN 4-4wo

Today through Tuesday!
MARQUIS DE SADE
1:45 - 5:35 -9:35
Fellini's SPIRITS OF THE DEAD
3:40 - 7:35

MILTON P. BROWN
LOUIS LOSS
MALCOLM G. KISPERT
CHARLES M. WILLIAMS
PHILIP A. STODDARD

President
Vice President& Generai Counsel
Vice President
Treasurer
Clerk

The physical security of information was also touched upon. The committee found- that,on the whole, files were adequately locked and supervised
except in a few instances. The
possibility of unauthorized and
anonymous use of information
was also discussed, and it was
felt that with adaquate safeguards this problem would be
avoided.
The committee also surveyed the present state of law
concerning the privacy of information in order to determine
what protection an individual
has under the law and to determine where action can be taken
to expand present legal protections. For example, present laws
which cover the immunity to
subpoena of such priveleged information as communications
between religious counselors and
members of their congregations
could possibly be extended to
include written communications
of a private nature between a
student and his advisor.
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(Continuedfrom page 1)
ment, President Johnson added
in his statement that he was
"suprised and disappointed'
that the new NASA facility was
being closed down. He emphatically -denied, however, that
MIT was enthusiastic about the
closing so that it could buy the
center for itself. Issued simultaneously with the President's statement was a denial by Dr. Draper
of what the Globe reporter took
to be_ his previous remarks.
Draper said in the Public Relations release that "he had made

i

no proposals nor entered into
any negotiations aimed at acquiring the abandoned National
Aeronautics and Space Administration buildings in Cambridge,
Mass" Thae Globe, when reached
for comment, said only that
they would stand by the integrity of their reporter.
The article had noted that
Dr. Draper was in Houston, Texas, procuring contracts for the
Labs, and stated that he had
been offered "a total of $130
million worth of new military
research work to be done over
the next four or five years."
The controversy stimulated was
particularly high, due to a statement contained therein that
should Dr. Draper be successful
in bringing the new contracts to
the Instrumentation Lab, that
the nature of these contracts
might necessitate "a split-off
from MIT." In short, this means
that the Labs might be spun off.

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

WANTED
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
UNLIMITED COMMISSIONS
NO INVESTMENT OR PAPERWORK
Write for information to:
Miss Barbara Kumble
College Bureau Manager
Record Club of America
270 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
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PARTHENON RESTAURANT
.4t THI'N7'IC G'Rk..'K C'USI.Ait
EXCELLENT EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN WINES
ALL KINDS OF LIQUOR
UNIQUE HELLENIC ATMOSPHERE FEATURING
THE ANCIENT GREEK PARTHENON

NASA

Significantly, this statement was
not specifically denied either by
President Johnson, Dr. Draper,
or Vice President Ruina. In fact,
Ruina, when queried as to the
possible structure of the I-Labs
five years hence, stated that he
saw two real possibilities emerging. First, a successful conversion of the Lab to doing both
military and civilian work might
occur; secondly, circumstances
might dictate that the Labs be
spun off. Whatever the case
though, Ruina added- that he
would be "greatly surpised" if
the NASA center .were actually
purchased outright by MIT for
the exclusive use of the Labs.
A more realistic possibility,
he imagined, would be for the
center to become a federal research lab, with MIT involved in
some of the 'projects it would
undertake. This, he indicated,
would be the most desirable
solution of all for the problem,
because, it would make the best
possible use of the already built
center, would involve the Institute in research projects in some
I
ways, and also would take advantage of the general wealth of
the Boston area in scientific
knowledge.

OPEN EVERY DAY
11 a.m. to p.m.
Extremely Moderate Prices
For Reservations Call 491-4592

924 Mass. Ave.
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Tech Coop Optical
NEXT TO SPECIAL ORDER BOOKS IN THE BOOK DEPARTMENT
Sunglasses, tailormade to your prescription in the finest of
Bausch and Lomb and Amnerican optical lenses
Quality and Service is Our Byword-Patronage Refund
Opthalmologists prescriptions are filled promptly-accurately.
Excellent selection of frames for Men, Women, Children.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday, 8: 50 to 5 :00 -Lunch 2 -3 (Closed)
Saturday, 9:20 to 1:00
Phone'491-4230, Ext. 50 or from MIT dial 81950

THE TECH COOPi
in the MIT Student Center
84 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
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WOULD -YOU LI KE
TO BECOME
A MINIST-ER?

ORDINATION is without question and for life. LEGAL in all 50
states and most foreign countries. Perform legal marriages, ordinations and funerals. Receive discounts on some fares. Over 265,00
ministers have already been ordained. Minister's credentials and
license sent; an ordainment certificate for framing and an ID card for
your billfold. We need your help to cover mailing, handling, and
administration costs. Your generous contribution is appreciated.
ENCLOSE A FREE WILL OFFERING.
UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 8071
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33314

Write to:

""Bravo! A mind-bending
sparkler, shockingly brilliant,"-- Cosmopolitan
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(Continued from page 1)
administration against the possibility that the labs will spin off
in May when President Howard
Johnson is due to report on the
progress of the conversion program recommended by the
Pounds panel
Concurrent with the Miller
appointment, Draper stepped
down from his position as Director of the Draper (formerly Instrumentation) Laboratory to assume the post of Vice Director
for Guidance and Control. The
official MIT press release announcing this change characterized the post as "a full-time
position of major leadership responsibility at the Laboratory
that now bears his name."
The announcement that Miller
would succeed Draper was initially made at the faculty meeting
of September 24. At that time it
was said that Draper had resigned effective January 1 rather
than wait for his planned retirement in June. Miller's appointment was seen -as an indication
that some sort of conversion was
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issues report
ictionsNovember Actions

By Lee Giguere
A lively discussion of the
effect of the November Actions
on MIT took place at an open
meeting of the Corporation
Joint Advisory Committee just
before the Christmas vacation.
The meeting, which was held
on Friday, December 19, opened
with the presentation by Karen
Wattel of the Committee's report on "observations and reflections" concerning the November
Actions.
The report was prepared by a
special subcommittee consisting
of: Randy Hawthorne '71,
Karen Wattel '70, Prof. Haywood Alker, Prof. Donlyn
Lyndon,,and James Champy, a
member of the Corporation.
While the report was issued by.
OJAC, it was not signed by the
full committee because "they
did not feel they necessarily
agreed with every detail."
In her opening remarks, Miss
Wattel explained that the report
was "not meant to be a total'
overview of the November, Actions." She followed this with a
summary of the first p~it of the
report which- concerned. communications during the week of
the November Actions.

D-Labs
heads
Miller
J

3(BETWEEN- HARVARD AND

Z.~,~~i

CJAC
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Prof. Charles L. Miller

being planned for the laboratories. Miller is a world authority
on systems engineering and analysis, particularly in relation to
urban technology, highways, and
transportation networks.
Since that time, Draper's
stepping down has been characterized by many, including Draper himself, as having been fired.

MIT students warned
against care packages
C'omn men t

By Bruce Schwartz
discovered last year.
As everyone knows. the
The racket has apparently
Idreaded time of year, finals is been going on for several years,
approaching. The harried tool and it isn't confined to one
faces an awesome climb past entrepreneur. Last year, for exmountains of material before ample, letters received by parreaching the lush valley of inter- .ents originated at Smith College
session. And as if he didn't have and at a post office box right
enough to worry about. there's here in Cambridge. The latter
the "CARE package" racket, party. never identified, was the
which works like this:
perpetrator of the big gyp; the
About right now mimeo- Smithies' profit margin was only
graphs are somewhere cranking about S1.50 judging from the
out an appeal which goes like retail value of the goods rethis: "Dear Parent: Think of ceived. At those rates your paryour son at MIT, so busy tooling ents are better off mailing you a
for exams he hasn't even got package. ,
time to run out for a candy bar!
Many upperclassmen have
Show him you love him by been burned before by this ploy,
sending him some provisions. and most have at least heard
Send us $6.50 and we'll send about it. Freshman should advise
him a boxful of succulent good- their parents, however. The sad
ies."- The appeals are mailed to part is that this year someone
your parents (addresses from the may be offering a fair deal in
MIT directory, natch) and if "CARE packages", but you have
they take the bait, two weeks no guarantee as to whether or
later you get maybe S3 worth of not they'll deliver. We advise
junk, as many angry dormies caution.

The report emphasized the
.role played by open communication between members of the
Institute community in preventiing the occurrance of violence.
"Shocking violence did not occur, but it is felt that this came
from the words directed to its
avoidance rather than the handling of events." Miss Wattel also
emphasized the importance of
the role played by the campus
media and the ad hoc information center in providing members of the community with
accurate information about what
took place.
The report also notes that
"this was the first time that
students were allowed in the
..Faculty Council meetings as pariticipants, referring tio the Student Advisory Group.
Prof. Lyndon then summarized the section of the report
dealing with'faculty reactions.
'He said that now "a large number of faiculty did have a greater
.sense 'of Urgency" in'looking at
those issues'presented by NAC.
The resuits of the week, however, Were to chafge priorities
.rather than add new informa"tion. ILyndon said that there is
';cofisiderable "concern among
the .faculty' to organize themselves -to ome .fo grips ', - vith these
issues. He als6 pointed out that,
as is stated in the re6ij6t, there is
'anxiety on some people's part
that 'political staice' 'will enter
into academic questions."
The third section of the report summarized the legal actions taken 'by MIT with respect
to the NAC. It states that MIT
has not yet made its final report
to the court and has left open
the possibility -Of legal action
against those named in the temporary restraining order.
The- fourth section reviews
the events of the week in the
':context of how both' sides acted
to avoid violence.
The report closes with a brief
summary of the questions facing
the Institute. which the' November Actions served to emphasize.
It cites the need for "both a
communal spirit and a clearly
understood common law." It
also repeatedly states that there
is a' need' for -a new system
within the Institute for formuIating community goals and determining both priorities and the
solutions to new questions.
Miss Wattel concluded her
presentation by saying that the
only position of the subcommnittee was that it is-"of the highest
importance that these questions
be answered, not by small
groups but by large groups of
people coming together."
In the discussion that followed, Marv Keshner '71, pointed out that rules governing research should come from within
and not be the result of external
force,' whether.fhfiS-be some sort
of artificial legislating within the
community or the result of the
decisions of some funding organization such as the government.
He said that the guidelines
should be 'decided upon by
those people whose freedom is
going to be restricted."
The difficulty of the task
facing MIT was emphasized by
one person who pointed out that
in the past it's always been easier
to set up new institutions to
solve technological problems
rather than convert old ones.
Comparing this to the greater
complexities of social conversion, he asked, "can social conversion succeed?"
Gregory Smith, chairman of
CJAC, noted:
"There comes a time when
you have to ask if discussion is
taken seriously." He then ended
the meeting by saying: "I think
it is taken seriously at this Institute."
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UAP expulsion
The manner inwhich the Discipline Committee handled the case
of UAP IMike Albert represents a dangerous precedent and a threat
to. the rights of students in due process in disciplinary matters. It
illustrates the utter bankruptcy of the Institute's current judicial
structure and the need for thorough reforms.
There have been a number of incidents, both during the
November Actions and in other circumstances, which have involved
Albert and might be appropriate for judicial action, perhaps leading
to expulsion. However, the events which are cited as cause for the
commrnr, -ecommendation strike us as being a cover for the real
reason for the expulsion: Albert's activities in organizing the
November Action Coalition. Yet the Rogers Panelwhich investigated
the events of November determined that organizational activities on
behalf of NAC didnot constitute grounds for disciplinary action.
One incident contributing to the committee's recommendation
was Albert's disruption of the Discipline Committee hearings on
December 17. While we do not condone disruption of those
proceedings, neither do we know of any authority which that
committee has to inflict punishment for what amounts to contempt
of court, and in light of the way the proceedings have been handled,
we hardly find the defendants' frustration suprising.
The other cause -given for the recommendation is "active
participation" in a demonstration (October 29 outside the Placement Office in a protest against GE recruiting) in which violence was
present. It an individual is to be expelled, it should be because of
some concrete act of violence commited by him rather than his
presence in a group which is judged by subjective standards to be
"violent". We find it significant that Albert was singled out of the
crowd of demonstrators when he was no more "violent" than
anyone else.
There were other instances of lack of due process as well. For
reasons we cannot understand, the MIT judicial system still places
the Dean "for" Student Affairs in the multiple roles of plaintinff,
prosecuting attorney, and member of the jury. The fact that he does
not vote in the final decision is immaterial; the system amounts to
having the plaintiff and his counsel present during the deliberations
of the jury. Furthermore, the short notice of the proceedings mailed only 96 hours before the session - did not allow the
defendants time to arrange for the presence of witnesses to speak on
their behalf. We have not and do not condone violence on this
campus. While we -agree with the point of view that any violence
which has occurred here is miniscule in relation to what the US has
done in Vietnam, it is not clear that violence here will solve
anything. At the same time, we wish that those who object most
loudly to "violence" at home would devote as much time and energy
to ending the violence we are perpetrating abroad.
' We cannot support expulsion of students except after due
process has been followed. The entire matter should be reopened
after safeguards for due process are established.

-Wel done
, Last April, a possible new era in university-community relations
began as MIT announced a proposal for "A Housing Program in
Cambridge". The Institute was ending its years of community
aloofness with a proposal of truly significant magnitude. It had
assembled five sites in the city which had the potential for 1600 new
dwelling units, representing a 5% increase in the city's total housing
stock. About 750-of these units would-be developed under federal
programs for low-income families and elderly persons, representing a
45% increase in the city's supply of subsidized units for poor
households.

As iAntony Herrey, MIT Real Estate Officer and co-ordinator of
MIT's, housing efforts, explained in a recent article in Urbanaction
Magazine: "We were seeing mounting evidence of hardships in
housing experienced by MIT personnel and Cambridge residents
alike... As a citizen of Cambridge, we concluded, the time had come
for us to assist the city by-taking a firm initiative."
The word "initiative", had been stressed in MIT's announcement.
The proposal Was an offer, not a promise; its-viability was entirely
dependent on the support 'of the city government and the citizens
from the neighborhood s involved. Considering the suspicion and
misrust .which, many citizens held mwarrd the universities, this
srpport certainly could not be take for granted at the outset.
'During thepast s6¢iral mnolths, MIT has worked tirelessly to allay
fTears of those who might have questioned its motives. After a
grueling schedule. of planning meetings, neighborhood surveys,
coffeehoursj open houses; and bus tours, MIT succeeded in winning
,sifficient community support so that, by the end of 1969, the
Cambridge City Council approved the necessary zoning changes for
four Of the five sites.
Despit e the fact that MIT has succcumbed to the pressure of
.neighborhood fears and biases in agreeing to develop mostly units
for the elderly rather than for low-income families and
notwithstanding the fact that the yet-to-be approved fifth site
comprises about half the total units in the program, it is apparent
that MIT deserves congratulations for the progress it has made on its
historic program.
Not until the developments are completed, inhabited, and
evaluated will we know for sure whether MIT's ambitious departure
from the ivory tower has been truly successful. Hopeful that the
projects will continue on their slow but well-guided path to
completion, we commend the Institute's exemplary effort at
becoming a major and constructive citizen of the Cambridge
community.

Repression and expulsion
250 students sat in at the Placement Office to protest. There is
a question which the Committee
* on Placement Services did not
answer, however, in determining
its policy; i.e., is a company
which is the object of a-nation-wide strike a "bona fide employer" at the time of the
strike? The answer, to me, is
By David Kaplan
that it is not; the university is
taking sides in the dispute by
The recent decision of the
such a company recruit
helping
Committee on Discipline to
at a time when other
workers
expel Mike Albert '69 calls into
are striking, and is
workers
question the role which disa political stand.
taking
thereby
ciplinary procedures should have
of the striking
view
is
the
This
at MIT. There is no doubt that, Please turn to page 7 for furleaflets
distributed
who
workers
at other universities, the role of
to
MIT
students
urging
at
MIT
by
Michael
statements
theruniversity disciplinary comnot
and
recruiting
the
boycott
mittees has been a political one, Albert and Karen Wattel
to scab. It is entirely reasonable
designed to serve university ad-to demand that a company
unrepressing
by
ministrations
which is the object of a nation-desired political activity. Thus,
strike postpone its
wide
though there are already Federa!
until after the term
recruiting
laws which serve to regulate polinits
during
on
Discipline
the strike, with whatof
ination
itical activity, such as those
I
incident.
the
GE
of
vestigation
difficulties such
attendant
ever
which would make it illegal for
the
about
to
say
nothing
have
engender.
would
postponement
any university to administer first incident, for which Mike
been
ever
had
questions
If
such
Federal fellowships to students and several other students were
on
Committee
by
the
asked
who have participated in dis- admonished. The last two inmight
there
Services,
Placement
ruptive activities, government cidents, however, seem to mre to
have been a policy along these
authorities clearly believe that the show -clearly that the real charge
lines. The fact is that the Commost effective form of re- against Mike is that he has dif- mittee on Placement Services
pression is internal university ferent views than the ad- conceived of a "bona fide emdiscipline. In particular, there is ministration of MIT and that he ployer" in a very simplistic and
a widespread feeling that stu- expresses them in a way which is narrow way, excluding from its
dents are far more unwilling to unintelligible to many members decision considerations of this
face expulsion from a university of the administration and type, 'which are critical for anythan court charges for trespass, faculty.
one who takes a pro-labour
assault, or the other charges
The disturbance at the Place- view. The issue is entirely a
which might be expected to ment Office at the time of the political one.
arise from a demonstration. A GE recruiting is a clear case of
The situation itself might not
statement to this effect was differing political views: the ad- have become as fraught with
made, for example, by Mass- ministration taking one view, potential for physical violence,
achusetts Attorney General and a number of students
however, if several - but not all
Quinn this past fall at a press another. The Committee on
- of the members of the Comconference following a con- Placement Services established
mittee on Placement Services
ference of university presidents. the right that any "bona fide
In this light, the decision to employer" has the right to re- had not taken it upon themexpel Albert must be carefully cruit MIT students. This policy selves to decide the question of
whether G.E. - with a national
examined to see if it is not a was established after a picket
on its hands- had the.strike
political decision, one which and sit-in had taken place at the
to
recruit, and to enforce
right
amounts to punishing a man for time of recruiting by Dow
themselves. Thus,
decisions
their
his ideas and life-style.
Chemical in 1967, in which over when Walter Rohsenhow, Chairman of the Committee, heard
that there was a plan to picket
the G.E. recriiter, he tried to
contact the members of his com-~~~~~~~~&
7
mittee to ask them to come to
the Placement Office in case of
Friday,January9, 1970 trouble. Pete Eagleson and Erik
VOLUMELXXXIX, No. 54
Mollo-Christianson both showed
Board of Directors
~
/
up, and both placed themselves
. Greg Arenson '70 in a position to "defend" the
. .
Chairman .....................
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steve Carhart '70 entrance to the Placement
Editor-in-Chief
Micheal Piore, another
Managing Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Reid Ashe '70 Office.
member of the Committee, re. . . . . . .Carson Agnew '70, Bob Dennis '70 fused to go to the Placement
Editorial Board
Randy Hawthorne '71 Office, because he felt that the
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ray Kwasnick '71 best policy would have been to
. . . . . . . . . . . . . Craig Davis '71 inform the demonstrators that
Photography Editor
charges would be
Entertainment Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bob Fourer '72 disciplinary
brought against them in the
Advertising Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steve Bailey '72 event of obstruction, and not to
Doug Coonley '72, Pete White '72 confront the demonstrators
Business Managers ......
physically. Rohsenow replied to
Second-class postage paid at Boston, Massachusetts. The Tech is published
this suggestion of Piore's by
every Tuesday and Friday during the .college year, except during college
claiming that disciplinary provacations, by The Tech, Room W20-483, MIT Student Center, 84 Massachucedures would be ineffective.
setts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Telephone: Area Code 617
Thus, he and a few members of
864-6900, extension 2731, or 876-5855. United States Mail subscription
his committee decided to give
rates: $4.50 for one year, $8.00 for two years.
G.E. the right to recruit and to
enforce that right. This is, exactly, the same thing that the
IR...I LL PO)IT!
gE~,
qE6 61R!
CAMVE6, 61.I.|xT
students did: they decided to
qOU C COUNT ONMAE! 'E5,
refuse G.E. the right to recruit
1FR !
61RP! ABW---TL,
and to enforce that decision
themselves. Both sides claim
that they intended to obstruct
the other side, but not to initiate violence, Some pushing
occured. There is no reason to
believe that the students are any
more responsible for that pushing than the members of the
Committee on Placement SerTile HEAD BALE HAS t5POKEN!
A
/ a! I MIZ60T
vices whp were at the scene that
W COUR5E 15 CLEAR DUJTY
AX6A6THl5
mornig.
LIE5 .AED! HE R",::OKEN,
The decision to- consider the
OBEY!
MU:TAND -I
events at the G.E. recruiting - a
factor in. disciplining Mike Albert - or any other student -is
I
therefore a political decision,
_fq~~~~~~~
based on a view of the legitimacy of recruiting during a
(Editor'snote: David Kaplan was a
gradate student member of the panel headed by Professor Hartley
Rogers which investigated the November Actions The viewsexpresed
in this column are Kaplan 's ownand
are not necessarily held by other
--panel members or by this nemspaper.)

There were three reasons given
for Albert's expulsion. The first
was his participation at the disruption of the Alumni meeting
in the early fall of 1969. The
second was his presence at and
participation in the disturbance
at the Placement Office at the
time of the recruiting by General Electric representatives. The
third was his show of "disrespect" before the Committee
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Attacks on -Labs bode an uncertain future
By Robert Elkin
(Editor's note: This article is the
result -of two weeks of interviews
with the staff and administrationof
the Instrumentation Laboratories, as

well as studi'es of nrious faculty and
3dininistraton reports and releases)
Once considered heroes by
tile nation for their contribution
to space flight and national defence, now suddenly condemned
by their own community for
continuing to do this very same
work, the Instrumentation.Laboratories face an uncertain future.
The attack on the labs began
last spring with Agenda Days.
Following this, the administration created a special panel to
review the operations and programs of the special laboratories.
Now there is the present intense
debate by faculty members and
students on the implementation
of the reccomendations of the
review panel or the adoption of
other alternatives. In addition,
the founder and leader of the
l-Labs, Dr. Charles Stark Draper,

oratory brought the total membership to 22.
A majority of engineers and
technicians feel that .there were
too many members on the panel
representing the radical point of
view and not enough representing the laboratory. Noting
the presence- of Chomsky, Professors Peter Elias and Victor
Weisskopf, both members of the
Union of Concemned Scientists,
and Jonathan Kabat and Jerome
Lerman, members of SACC, several engineers called it a
"stacked" panel.
No strong defence view
Steven Allen, an engineer at
IL-3, stated that, "I can't really
identify the people on the panel
who stood up for defence or, as
it is frequently called, warrelated research. I can identify
people who have strongly stood
up in opposite directions."
Amplifying this view, many
workers noted the absence of
any laboratory representative
currently engaged in classified
military research. Gilbert S.

Workers feel divestment
may be necessary mnove
_

I

_~~~~~~~~~

i

was retired by the MIT administration from the job of director
six months in advance of a previously agreed-upon date.
The employees of the l-Labs
feel they have been 'given the
bad side of a very raw deal. They
believe that the I-Labs have
played a major part in making
MIT the prestigious technological institution it is supposed to
be, and are thus very critical of
what they consider the Institute's shabby treatment of the
labs during the past few months.
Much of this criticism is directed
against the operations and findings of the Review Panel on the
Special Laboratories (commonly
known as the Pounds Panel).
The Pounds Panel was created, had its members appointed, and held its first official
meeting in the space of three
days. President Howard Johnson, in a letter to the MIT
community dated Friday, April
25, 1969, announced the formation of the review panel to "conduct a full assessment of the
laboratories' relationship to
MIT." He requested a preliminary report from the panel by
May 31, with the final report
due October 1. Johnson also
included a list of people whom
he intended to ask to serve on
the panel.
The panel met informally on
the following day, and held its
first official 'meeting (i.e., official transcripts of the proceedings began with this session)
on Sunday.
,Citing such factors as an allegedly unrepresentative panel
composition and a too-early
deadline, many l-Labs workers
feel that the Pounds Panel could
not have done a proper job or
made fair and impartial recommendations.
Composition of panel
Chaired by William F.
Pounds, Dean of the Sloan
School of Management, the
,panel was originally composed
of 18 members: two from the
administration, eight faculty
members, two engineers representing the Lincoln and Instrumentation Labs, two ¢graduate
students and one undergraduate
student, one alumnus, and 'two
members of the MIT Corporation. The panel added Professor
Noam Chomsky XXI and graduate student Jerome Lerman at
its initial meeting April 26. Several days later, the addition of
Philip Bowditch of IL-11 and
Gerald Dinneen of Lincoln Lab-

Stubbs, an assistant director at
IL-7, pointed out that William
Denhard, the only I-Lab employee considered for the panel
who was currently involved in
such work, was rejected.
David Hoag, member of the
panel and director of the Apollo
group at IL-7, agrees that the
impartiality of the panel was
hurt by the lack of a person
representing classified war research. Such a representative
could have produced a better
cross-section of I-Lab input.
Noting that he had not worked
on military programs since 1961,
Hoag feels he was forced to take
a role he was not prepared to
assume.
One employee, however, debated whether any particular
person could represent as diverse
a group as the labs. A minority
felt that the laboratories actually
had adequate representation in
that a mechanism existed whereby I Lab workers could present
information through statements
and testimony before the panel.
Certain I-Lab staff members
feel that the four to five week
working period of the panel was
too short a time to adequately
deal with the issues. Dr. Michele
Sappupo of IL-1 stated that he
couldn't really see how they
could have assimilated all the
data concerning the workings of
the labs in that time. Philip
Bowditch believes that it was
impossible to properly assess and
fully understand the subject in a
mcv.th.
Hoag stated that the problem
was one of such an urgent nature
that a massive attack was called
for. Though the panel spent
much of May listening to speech
after speech of people's personal
views, he feels that it wasn't
until the last few days in May
that the panel really faced the
issues.
Uninterested participants
One engineer strongly attacked what he felt was an apparent hack of participation on
the part of two panel members,
Prof. Elting Morison of Yale
University and Julius Stratton,
Corporation member and former
MIT president. He asserted that
neither man spent more than
four days actually attending
panel proceedings.
Pounds replied that this did
not affect the report in any way
since both men were familiar
with the operation of the laboratories and received copies of
the proceedings' -transcripts and

to "successfully convert the
labs." Most feel that this is
inevitable but few forsee it in
the near future.
The question of whether conversion is technically feasible
drew divergent answers. Most
felt that the Instrumentation
Laboratories could expand into
related civilian areas since a large
part of military research has
civilian applications. Sapuppo
feels that the I-Labs have an
adaptable enviornment and. the
technical capability to do this
work, provided that there is
some continuity in defence
work. However, a large number
compared with the entire scope of staff members feel that a long
of research done at MIT. The transition period would be
panel therefore called for a bet- needed for the laboratory to
ter overall mix in MIT research reach its potential.
programs.
Others, however, are of the
To accomplish this aim, the opinion that the particular talpanel recommended that "the ents are not there to work in
laboratories and MIT should en- such areas as air pollution. One
ergetically explore new projects engineer, while acknowledging
to provide a more balanced re- that the laboratories could do
search program," and that MIT
something on air traffic control,
should establish a standing com- termed the number of such areas
mittee on the special lab- limited.
oratories to review new conWhile undecided on whether
tracts and make re- the government, the MIT adcommendations concerning pro- ministration, or the laboratory
grams at the laboratories.
itself should make the decisions
While some I-Lab employees concerning the mix and scope of
feel that a change is .desireable research, a large number of techand inevitable, a majority believe nicians, engineers, and labthat the present scope of DOD oratory administrators had rework should be continued. servations about the ability of a
Many cite the need to maintain student-faculty committee to
American military superiority in give advice in this area. Many
the light of recent advances in agree that the concept of having
weaponry in the Soviet Union. a group of some sort pass on
They feel that as long -as the what sort of work is done at the
government wants the lab- laboratory is reasonable and
oratories to continue doing sig- proper, but believe that the
nificant amounts of defene re- review committee as set up
search, the laboratories should today is unsatisfactory.
do it.
One engineer stated that a
Many support the position of standing committee should have
Alfred Freeman, engineer at some responsibility for the
IL-3, who believes that "the operation of the laboratory as
laboratories should perform the well as "just the ability at whim.
kind of work they are best to make recommendations that
capable of performing, and of are extremely important to the.
course the work that is most continued existance of the lab."
needed. I can concieve of a He referred to the section of the
situation in which the specific Pounds Panel report which
laboratories do nothing but de- recommends that the standing
fence work or nothing but committee not have a formal
socially-oriented work."
veto power but recognized that
However, Richard Haltmaier "a strong recommendation by
(an assistant, director of the the committee would be hard to
Poseidon project) stated de- resist."
finitively, "I have no intention
Steven Allen -declared that

all other working papers. Stratton was a former president, and
Morison while a member of the
MIT faculty was concerned with
the issues.
Major question
Much of the dissatisfaction with
the Pounds Panel report revolves
around one question: What type
of research should the Labs do
and who should determine it?
The Pounds Panel found that
the present programs at the labs
are "limited in range of sponsorship, to a large extent military in orientation, and large in
total scale." This represented a
serious problem of' imbalance

Engineers wantDOD
researc
to continue
of leaving DOD flat in any circumstance. DOD needs me."
This leads to the question of
whether conversion or a shift in
the present mix of 50% DOD
sponsored work and 50% NASA
and non-defense research is
possible.
Shift possible
Most of the I-Lab employees
point out the present lack of
funding for major projects in
non-defence areas. Paul Watson,
an engineer at IL-7 and a participant in the SACC Conversion
Conference, pointed out that
"the laboratory to a large extent
is a reflection of our society,
especially the government.
Presently, many branches of the
government are not supporting
large amounts of non-military
work."
Kuri Kunimi, engineer at
IL-1, commented on Congressional allocation of funds to
DOD. "As soon as they allocate
that kind of money to DOD,
then we won't be able to have
funds necessary to undertake
significant work in civilian and
domestic areas, unfortunately."
Several engineers remarked
that only a reordering of
national priorities would produce sufficient sources of funds

the guidelines used by the
committee must be clear and
sufficiently general. According
to Samuel Forter, definitions the
committee makes on what are
acceptable contracts and what
are not accepts'.;
Is must be
. hey are to
reasonably brc
be practical. A narrow definition
"could lead to' nothing but
trouble."
However, .one staff engineer
w-arned that it would be
"s.omewhat assinine to consider
these people capable of judging
various contracts." Kenneth
Ferteg, group leader , at 1L-6,
agrees with many that the
students and faculty have no
experience, and, not knowing
the full ramifications of many
contracts, are incapable of
judging the type of work that is
coming
in.

I-Labs disenfranchised
The situation has been aggravated by the feeling of a
majority of l-Lab employees that
they might have no voice in the
MIT community, especially
when it considers policy matters
relating to the laboratories. According to Philip Bowditch,
many have the feeling that they
are slaves. captives of the ad-

ministration's whims, having no
voice at faculty meetings.
Terming the faculty arrogant
and aristocratic, Kenneth Fertig
remarked that in something defined as a three-part community,
composed of faculty,' students,
and staff, "the faculty assumes
everything. The faculty has no
recognition of those below."
Engineers cite examples to substanitiate their charge. Philip
Bowditch notes that while graduate students do their-research
under the direction of an I-Lab
engineer, theses can only be
supervised by faculty members.
Another engineer noted that
several years ago, a committee
composed entirely of faculty
members, in the process of reviewing faculty and staff patent
rights, made changes granting the
faculty greater privileges.
Many staff members of the laboratory have seriously considered the possibility of divestment as an alternative to the
present situation. In fact, according to one group leader, there
have already been several meetings of senior staff members to
discuss the feasibility of separating the laboratories from
MIT.
While many engineers,
especially those who are alumni
of the Institute, would prefer the
I-Labs to remain a part of MIT,
there is an almost unanimous
feeling on the part of all employees that divestment might be
a necessity in order to "maintain
the integrity of the laboratory."
They cite restraints imposed by
the faculty on contracts, one-sided control exercizsed through
the standing committee, and
personnel cuts brought about by
the expected loss of funds resulting from the discontinuance
of defence research as factors
which will contribute to a decision.
There is no single answer to
whether the laboratories can effect a separation by themselves.
All contracts are with the Institute and not the laboratory.
While most of the equipment
including desks, tables, and
chairs is owned by the govern:
ment, it is also leased to the
Institute for the duration of the
contract. For these reasons,
many believe that any form of
seperation would require the
mutual agreement of the laboratories and MIT.
Unilateral separation
Several engineers feel that the
I-Labs can unilaterally force a
separation. They point out that
the government has the authority to break contracts at any
time. Therefore, with the cooperation of the government, the
I-Labs could be set up as a seperate entity without the agreement of'the Institute. According
to one engineer, it.would be as
"simple as repainting the signs
on the door."
'David Hoag feels 'that such a
move can,. be, 'successful.,- He
stated,: "we. are sitting with a
hair.trigger. If the faculty votes
for either conversion o'r
divestment and starts down one
of the. roads in an impractical
.sense... the majority of the.lab
people, an organized movement
by the lab as a whole, will effect
a separation in the way they are
happy."
As the situation appears now,
there is not .enough money
available for non military
research projects to cover the
potential loss of major military
contracts. A significant portion
of the faculty is currently in
favor of divestment. Therefore,
it appears that by May, when the
seven-month trial period for the
implementation of the Pounds
Panel recommendations comes
to an end, the Instrurmentation
Laboratories will no longer be a
part of MIT.
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(Continuedfrom page 4)
strike, and, it consititutes a re- fanity, is no reason to expel him
pressive act against those who from MIT.
believe that the University
There is a logic behind all
should not allow such recruiting. these trumped-up and unIt seems entirely reasonable to justified 'charges, and it is a
me to insist that Professor combination of repression and a
Rohsenow and the members of notion of the purity of the
his committee who took their University. Several people, in
own law-into their own hands the . Administration and the
are as responsible as the stu- Facullty, would like to expel
dents, and, further, it seems to Albert, and others, for ideas
me that this is not a case where which make it difficult for these
discipline, but a political policy

people to continue the kind of

which will benefit not only MIT work thay, are now -doing. These
students, 'but also the majority people must- be forced to conof people 'in society, is needed. sider these challenges, and they
The f'mal charge against Mike must be stopped from killing off
Albert . is. that. he was, dis- the sources of criticism. Other
respectful in front of the Com- people would like the criticism
mit.tee on Discipline. ;,His to be voiced in a manner which
disrespect consisted -of'refering they consider appropriate.to the
to''various research,' proje'cts at . University.-, These people will
MIT, in, particular the develop- simply have .Ao change their
ment of MIRV and MTI,.as ."all ideas of appropriate forms of
that shit" and .responding."aw, .expiession'at MIT.
shit" .to Professor . Lamson's
Thier? are,' at'the moment, no
order that, he "watch, -his lab-. ada 'ate' safeguards at MIT to
students against this
,
guLage: Albert- ndLams0n-the¢ protect
faced: each:: other angrVl.y'.; both .kid .of misc anage' of discipline.
asked. thie oiher, to. sit domwn, There- 'are no higher courts to
after wlict Lamsontdecided to appeal to. In -general, observing
adj6&urn, .the 'hearing.:-There is due- process of law is at the
no'thlnto say~about.jisc'c r. . -,discretion of the'members of the
There. is, nc --,statement of .the, Committee on Discipline; in this
pqoers 'of ,-the', 'Comrnitteein case, the de-fendants 'were not
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The following Policy Semiaum will be offered

next term. Students interested in taking a Policy

Seminar should indicate their interest to the office
of the professor offering the seminar. Enrollment
wil generally be limited to 20 students. No
prerequites are required.
Science, Values, and Law

3-0
Michael Baram 3-134

Engineering Strategy for the '70's 1.99
2-0.4
E. Basler 1-142
Introduction to Water Resources 1.60T
3-6
John Schaake 1-276
Problems in Technological and Vocational
'Education
3-6
W. Turchinetz .26411
Post-secondary Technical Training Programs 3-0-6
R. Adelstein 9-337

* Not enough people are writing for Tangentand
therefore the editorial board of that o1' worthy
organization is getting bored and also panicked
"cause it'dike 'to publish soon. Therefore, all you
myriad creative people there out in the ol' MIT
-boondocks qubmit yobu writing and art work and
photographs 'to Ed the Hick, Room W20467 in
the Student Center, marked. clearly on the envelope "Pastromi for the Editor'.Thank you all.
Amen.
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* MIT Gilbert and Sullivan Society auditions for
"Patience" will be held at 7:30 pm on January 12,
18, 19, and 20 in Rehemaxl Room A, basement of
Kresge Auditorium, and ,on January 22 on the
third floor of the MIT Student Center. Design and
production positions ae also.available; interested
people call 868-9336. String players are needed,
and interested people should call 734-9181.

Race and Racism: an Historical and Anthropological

Study
Vietnam Policy

L

a

* LSCis opening its membership to freshmen.
Those interested come to a meeting Tuesday
January 13 in the Mezzanine Lounge of the
Student Center or leave name and address at the
LSC office, W20-431.

R. Herzstein 14N-326
3-)-6

A. Hill 6-113
3-0-6
W. Seifert 1-211
Automation: technological and socio-economic
aspects
3-0-6
- H. Paynter 3-445
The New' England Estuary

* The Chinese Students' Club is showing the film
The'Arch, Sunday, January 11, 6:30 and 8:30 pm
in Kresge. Advance tickets are on sale now in
Building 10, $1.75. At the door, $2.00.

* Election of officers for Urban Action will take
place next Wednesday evening at 6:30 in the
McCornick Hall Country Kitchen. All volunteers
are invited to attend. Any student who is interested in becoming an Urban Action Fellow next
term should contact the Urban Action office,
-room 437 of the Student Center, x2894.

* The Department of Metallurgy and Materials
Science will offer a course in Techniques in Metal
Sculpturing (3.19, 6-0-0) next term. Interested
students should contact Mr. Tony Zona, x5297,
room 4-133.

Dxs~p~eq~nce~r~nig contep

~.qr.~:.lik&'m any/aoiyther students
(Please turn to page 7)
I
(aad, oeyen ..som% faculty mem- .
bes) uses words like "shit" in
INTERESTED IN.A-CHALLENGING
his.j peVeh, Whicli arp. ponstrued
am a,.ks~pf:';re. by other. ANDRE WARDING SU. IMER EXPERIENCE?
pe,ple. People, ~o easily. offendCounselors- wanted at Camp IRising Sun, a unique scholarship
ed. ould not be in, positions to, camzp . foroutstanding-American. . and Foreign boys- (ages .. 14-16);
dispensedisciplin e , -let alone do located in'the Hudson River Vtalley at Rhinebeck, New York.
justice: La.mson . earlier.in.the Entering . our -41st summer, we shall have about sixty selected
evening corrected .the,:grammar campers from all sections of the U fnited States as well as from Africa,
of Pete Kramer, a: member of, Asia, Europe and Latin Americaa. Excellent opportunity to- work
the- Committee on. Discipline, closely with this small chosen gro)up of boys. Staff interview will be
who said, "with him and I". held at Harvard from 3:00 -to 5:':30 pm-on Friday, January 9th. If
"Him and me, Mr. Kramer", interested, contact -Carl Schoenlberger at Dunster E4, Harvard
came theecorrection, loud and .
Tel. 617 492-5297.
clear. Mr., Kramer is.lucky this
' ;".'C
e .'L.5.,
",
:-,.,,
was his first "offense, otherwise, ...
hemfrfight have: been warned, put
.
under.admonsihment, or placed .
.
on.probation. The point is that a
person's -method
of showing
contempt .verbally, whether
through ironyiridicule- or pro-

m

l

M.I.T. HUMANITIES SERIES 1969-70 presents
-Beethoven Bi-Centennial

January 11
February 15
IMarch-I

Lenox String Quartet
Balsam-Kroll-Keifetz Piano Trio
Philadelphia String Quartet

All concerts at 3:00 p.m. in Kresge Auditorium. Series Tickets: $10; Single
tickets $3. Make check payable to M.I.T. Humanities Series. Send with
self-addressed. stamped envelope to Kresge Auditorium W16-026. M.L.T.,
Cambridge 02139. Or call UN4-6900, Extension 4720.

Student Tickets $1.00.
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BEmHHWARM.ER:,
': PR:ICE:!S REPLY
(Continuedfromh page 8)
vote. I. believe in this system, for
I feel a person who dedicates 20
hours .-a ,week , to a program
should have a greater voice in
the. election of the President of
the. Association that is. going to
shape that program.
Finally, I challenge you to
find any more qualified
representatives to. the Board.
The members' records in their
areas are impressive: Dan Tyler,
who managed Gymnastics from
a club- to. a' varsity, sport; Paul
Sullivahn -who' pesonall- started
the Scuba Club and was a
member. of the 1'9.69 Henley
Crew.' Ben Wilson, who captains
two varsity teams, knows more
varsity, athletes than anyone,.and
managed an intramural sport for
three years; Bob' Dresser,_ IM
basketball manager and member
of the varsity baseball team; and
myvsolf who has managed a
tearr managed an IMsport, participated in a club, and participated in a varsity sport. Incidentally, I live in Eastgate, and since
30% of athletic users are not
undergraduates, think this feature makes me more representative than you suggest. I mention
these men and their credentials
because despite your attempt
not to 'reflect on the student
members," you do. I think they
have done as good a job as any
group before them.
Walter C. Price, Jr.
President, MITAA

LOO'K
IAROUND AND SAVE!
-TORE'
SALE
DEPARTMENTS'

m

featuring a"Colorful White Sale"
9
2i
F
a
m
M

Im

HARVARD SQUARE "
M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER
HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL .
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
9
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Albert condemns
i.C
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it. Now that the fever has caught
hold and repression commenced
'friends' keep approaching me
(Continuedfrom page 1)
with comments like "Well you
knew.it was coming" or "well
the regular Tuesday night meetyou don't really care that much
ing:
"Whereas the General Assemanyway, do you?" These are
mostly friends who are less than
bly does not consider 'insolence'
politically active and might be
or abusive language grounds for
expulsion, and
said to savor the thought of
Whereas the charge of 'active
getting their own little paper
participation in a demonstration
ticket, their own personal dewhere violence is present' congree. Certainly at least they have
travenes the academic freedom
not rushed to risk it by crossing
the administration has claimed
the disciplinary committee, or
to protect; and
their teachers, or the state or
Whereas it appears that the
anyone else either. These people
disciplinary hearings were conwho-want-very much-not to haveducted without sufficient regard
to think that I was 'punished' or
for due process:
hurt, for then their lack of resThe General Assembly deponse would be slightly harder
mands the faculty to reinstate
for them to rationalize. Well, on
Mike Albert.
those counts at least, I won't let
I them down, I knew that I would
---E.
NOTIC
be kicked out; I didn't know it
State Enterprises, Inc., a Blac--Relax and Divert
would be such a clumhsy affair
community owned corporation in
but I had no doubts as to its
Roxbury, dedicated to the economic
As to losing the dehappening.
field
of
in
the
Blacks
of
participation
one perspective
from
gree,
well,
industry and business, offers to parAve.
Cormmonwealth
5$0
slightly more
offer
would
it
ticipate-financially in an economic
(Opposite B. U. Towersn)
flexibility in the future, but
venture with any person or persons
who may have feasible ideas of invenfrom another the degree is just
tions-that may satisfy the goals of
another 2-S deferment except
both parties.
this time the war is one I believe
For further details call or contact:
in.
I felt a little, pain, but mostly
State Enterprises, Inc.
just ambivalence.
"GPreat for a
264 Warren Street
Roxbury, Massachusetts
I knew what was to happen,
Date"
445-0355
i and in fact, I posed it as an
inevitability to a number of adWOULD YOU LIKE TO START
ministrators late last spring and
YOUR OWN CHURCH early this fall. The response of
We will furnish you with a Church Charter and you can start your own church. the rulers was memorable. WiesHeadquarters of UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH will keep records of your ner said it couldn't happen. He
church and file with thie federal government and furnish you a tax exempt simply wouldn't allow the backstatus - all you have to do is report your activities to headquarters four times ward elements to chuck me for
a year. Enclose a free will offering.
political reasons. 'Simonides
I

Dear Friends etc.,

Some perspective before I be
gin in earnest. Massacres in Vietnam and throughout the Third
World, death and degradation
due to racism and chauvinism,
poverty both economic and spiritual that reigns everywhere due
to systems- we have been taught
to call Democratic or perhaps
primitive, it is of these that I
have written in the past. Imperialism which enslaves us all and
democratic socialism which will
free even the masters are the
center of concern in this letter
too, though in a more roundabout fashion than usual.
Ever since 'barnyard fever'
began to rear its piggish head at
MIT even the most apolitical
have talked about repressionwhat it is and what to do about

I.

CAMPIUS- CUE

Pocket Billiards

i

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 6575
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021
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SUMMER VACATION TRIPS
New York to London
Small deposit and payments
Round trip $169 - Now filling
Send for free details
STUDENT GLOBE ROAMERS
Box 6575 Hollywood, Florida 33021
.
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Swing a little.
Open a can of
wine tonight.
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There may be many things
which hurt people in this world
today over which we may have
no control. There are systems
which seem beyond reach, which
is the excuse many people offer
for not doing something about
them.
Therefore, when it comes to
an unreasonable system which is
obviously within our control, it
I is incumbent upon us to improve
it, and certainly not to employ it
while it is in question. Yet our
judicial process, declared unsatisfactory by students, faculty, and
administration long ago, is still
being used, to establish order on
this campus.
We find, too, that our academic, intellectual school must
be practical rather than humane.
When there's conflict between
what the students want and
what Washington wants, it's easier to fight the sutdents than to
fight Washington; a student pays
only $2150 while Washington is
a basic source of income for the
Institute.
It is also easier for an institution to rid itself of a dissatisfied
member than to evaluate and
change itself in a Pareto optimal
way. And it is always more
convenient to effect change in
---

ReadingPeriod

I--

--

id'AC

Jan.
--

myself who were doing something I could do - but wasn't
doing. I decided that in the
future I would think before I
cheered and that I would do the
things I admired others for
doing. That left me with two
immediate alternatives: either I
had to start doing what I liked
or I had to stop liking it. How
many of you, fearing to act, are
already conveniently forgetting
how to applaud for those on the
left who are fighting in all our
names? That's polarization.
That's why we talk about being
solution or problem - and that's
why most deny the validity of
our claim. Most non-leftists prefer the quiet liberal backslide
into apathetic injustice and evil
over the loud facist leap into
active injustice and evil.
"To live outside the law you
must be honest." Bob Dylan said
that and its meaning is clear. If
obeying the rules doesn't come
naturally there is no escaping the
law. If you disobey it as your
nature entails you will be jailed
by the state, but to obey it
means you have chosen to jail
yourself. You know as well as I
that in a society that preserves
the sanctity of profit above the
dignity of man a good person is
"dishonest". According to the
great rulebook in the capitalist
sky we are all natural-born
criminals whose only real choice
is which type of jail to habituate. Well there's a new choice
that some are proposing. We
conquer ourselves and we conquer the state and we do it
simply by organizing and fighting together, side by side, until
we win. It's the choice of the
Vietnamese and the Cubans; it's
the choice of the Panthers and it
must become the choice of every
man and woman who will ever
the meaning of the
understand
leisure time rather than to work
and love. '
freedom
.words
on it immediately, even if the
MIT who dislike
at
those
For
immediate work would be diit threatens
because
politics
my
rectly useful.
they acthey
be
interests,
their
I think it is true that a univerI
can say
all
prospective,
tual
or
sity is in many ways defenseless;
hypofor
the
And
shit.
is
tough
it does not have high brick walls
to
dis-'
only
pretend
who
crites
around it with guns at the enliving
while
and
tactics
like
style
trance ways. However, it is not
defenseless with respect to being comfortably and quietly in the
able to exercise complete power most violent and destructive
over students being allowed in or country the world has ever
known, it is your hypocrisy that
out.
A university may wish to will be responsible for a great
operate without disruption,but, many of the lives that will be
as difficult as it may be, it must lost in coming years here and
then make sure that its path is a abroad.
And for the rest who don't
good onle, and must not use its
well, as The Band has
know,
few defenses arbitrarily in descan go straight to the
"You
said,
peration, fear, or panic. Adto the left, selfturn
or
right
hering to the judicial process at
or
a tough hard
hell
imposed
present does not insure any of
to
a new kind of
leads
that
road
these principles; it means merely
heaven."
that a certain sustem is being
Free Bobby
used.
Free Huey
While the judicial committee
Free yourself
may have spent long arduous
Power to the people
have
may
hours
hours. these
Mike Albert
been misdirected. It is honestly
felt that Mike's presence in the
Institute was more than it could
tolerate, for certain reasons,
(Continued from page 6)
these should have been made
clear, rather than veiled in the even told what they were
accumulation of small points up- charged with until the first hearon.which they could trip him. ing opened. The measure of imMaybe he was foolish to have partiality of the Committee on
taken the bait which so obvious- Discipline may be judged by the
ly would lead to this kind of opening remarks of its Chairaction, but perhaps it was worth man, Roy Lamson, who init to him to point out the formed the defendants that
there were five witnesses for
foolishness behind the facade.
Karen Wattel "our side", and that the de- -- ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
fendants could bring "their"
witnesses. The entire procedings
and final decisons took place
4
during vacation, when students
could not make their views felt.
There is yet a hope that President Johnson will not support
the decision, and will either dismiss or re-open the case. One
can only hope that he will take
one of these courses. Of not, a
flagrant case of repression and
punishment for ideas and manner of expression will have oc$5
per couple
curred.

Repression .

BEER PnT

Rose. Burgundy. Chablis.
II.-

I

I

That's right. We canned the grape. Rose, Burgundy and
Chablis. And you will be glad we did.
Enjoy the pick of America's finest vineyards. Just pop
top and pour.
Our aluminum cans chili quickly. But most of all we used
the most luscious wine grapes grown. Because in wine,
taste is where it's at.
Sip and see if our Rose isn't rosier. Our Burgundy lustier.
Our Chablis paler.

rPARTY
P N.Y.,. N.Y.,
OD
TYME PRODUCTS,
PARTY TYM(E
ALC. 12.5% BY VOL,

represst'on'
,

thought I was crazy to anticipate
anything like that and of course
he'd have nothing to do with
political repression; he just wanted to know me better as an
individual. Sorenson said he'd
quit if they went after me for
political reasons. I told them all
that they'd sit and warch, even
participate, saying all the time
that I had gone too far and "of
course this isn't an act of political repression." Well fellows, I
still think I was right, and of
course, dignity unruffled, you
think you're all honorable men
doing difficult and productive
jobs better than most anyone
else could. Of course you agonized over the decision-I'm sure
your few moments of pain eased
your consciences, but how is it
that I knew the result before
you began your struggle to do
right. What's most disturbing to
me is that you're probably more
upset about your role in shafting
me than you are about war
research or the death of Fred
Hampton. That's called racism
and intellectual bigotry and
we've all been fed a little of that
mixture. Of course not all of us
liked the taste enough to ask for
a bigger dose, but then not all of
us have to find ways to rationalize and defend corporate power
and genocide either.
When I was a sophomore I
went down to the Arlington
Street Church and watched one
of the early draft-card turn-ins.
It was quite an experience but
what struck me most was that
my applause and admiration
were being given to people like

I shall remain vice-president
Doctor of Divinity degrees are issued by Universal Life Church, along with a
10-lesson course in the procedure of setting up and operating a non-profit of the student body with the
organization. For a free will offering of $20 we will send you, immediately, all presidential post either open or
-filled by Mike Albert: His expul10 lessons in one package along with a D. D. certificate.
UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
sion upon grounds of disruption
BOX 6575
of the disciplinary committee
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021
proceedings is a farce.
,
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Wattel decries trials
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Grapplers

Iarvard

tie

Bruce Davis '71 came offthe Tech's conslaught at 134 lbs. by
injuredlist to salvage a 17-17 tie crushingg his opponent 11-0. This
with Harvard by convincingly left MITr with a short-lived 11-5
beating his opponent in the last lead.
Mikee Dickens '70 at 142 was
match of the meet. The grapplers are still undefeated in dual blankedd 6-0 to put Harvard back,
meet competition with a 3-0-1 in a tie ·. The results were just as
disappo:inting at 150 where Bill
record.
...
" was soundly beaten
Harvard started off with a Gahl 72
five point lead when Tech was 12-1.
forced to forfeit at 118 pounds.
The see-saw temporarily
Harvard hadn't been expected to tilted back the other way when
enter a man at that weight. Joe Dean Wrhelan -won a narrow 4-2
Baron '70 tied it- up immedi- victory at 150 lbs. Harvard im-.
ately, however, when he pinned mediate;ly vaulted out to their
::, his opponent after only 3:57 of biggestIlead of the night at 17-11
the first period. Baron is also by wiinning the next two
. undeafeated in dual meet
com- matchess; Monty Robertson '72
petition and this was his second lost 7-1 at 167 and Jeff Cove '71
ly lost 6-3 at 177.
narrowl,
'
pin.
Howrever, Walt Price '70 kept
Sam Arthur '72 continued

By
:..Z..

::::::: First, I would like to clarify the functions of the
.. A-Board. It is to make decisions governing long-range goals,
plans, and policy for the department of Athletics and
Program. Its chairman is Professor Woodson (not Professor
Smith), and it is hardly the sequestered, provincial body
.-., you have delineated. Besides the members you mentioned
.:...:and the several you neglected to mention - Dean of
.... Student Affairs, Medical Director, and Planning Officer ....:', there are always guests invited to each meeting. These
: g.,.guests tend to be of two kinds:. regular guests, who have
represented such areas* as women and graduate students;
and special guests. The special guests are chosen from a
:..,. group or groups pertinent to the topics that are on the
meeting agenda, and these people usually have a'-major role
in any policy'formulated by the Board. I might add that a
guest invitation is easily obtained by the interested.,
',:,:..
My second major contention with your article centers
':.'": around the two ideas that 1.) "the undergraduate membership of the Board is designed to give the student population
.... adequate representation in the. school's*athletic program.::.
.... and 2.) four of the five undergraduates "represent non*..." functioning groups". Let mne. begin with the second idea.
.... These four members represent the varsity managers, the
..'... clubs, the varsity athletes, and the total group of these and
...',.' the intramural managers. The groups are all functioning {.{!i
By Don Arkin '..'. very well, thank you. The members do not necessarily
The hot shooting of Harold
'...:'. represent a Varsity Club or a Managers Council, since these
are at best dormant organizations and exist mainly as ,, Brown '72 and Minot Cleveland
, ., polling bodies of eligible voters. Similarly, Bob Dresser does
.. '71 led a fine team effort as the
'""" not represent the Intramural Council but rather the
., Tech five crushed WPI 87-61 last
. .. intramural managers who have an organization, the Council,
Wednesday.
at which they iron out administrative problems in the ,-.
The game was close at the
intramural program. It may be argued that the reason the *... start with both teams in zone
..- Varsity Captains and Managers groups do not hold similar xe-.. defenses, but when Tech finally
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...
their administrative work has been
because
-:, meetings is':':':'~
pulled ahead 9-8 after five minutes, they were ahead to stay.
:.-.' taken over by the business manager and the athletic staff.
:':.:.
A major problem in your thinking is you assume-that, ....:. About the middle of the half.
without frequent meetings such as the IM Council has, a
Worcester went into a full court
press, but the cagers held off the
.:,.-, student cannot adequately represent his constituency.
pressure effectively.
.,.· Certainly monthly meetings are nice, and I'm sure both Ben
They continued to pull away
W:'
.Wilson and Dan Tyler wopld like to hold such; but, as I
:
....,, have explained above, they simply do not have the
steadily until they led 37-25 at
necessary subject matter to require these meetings. Their
the half. Brown scored 18 of his
-... attempts to create -new function s have met with little
25 points in the first half While
::. response, perhaps because their constituents were dis- , Cleveland dropped in 10.
Coach Barry had started 6'9"
.. '.. couraged by your belittling of their efforts. In order to
counteract this situation, the Association instead holds
sophomore Dave Miller for the
seasonal meetings of captains, coaches, and the Executive
first time this season in order to
Committee. These hopefully serve the purpose of input and
get some extra height in the
Output for the groups.
: o'!i
lineup. Although Miller didn't
.....-. ,
Your first idea, that of giving the- present population
get any. points, himself, he played
*..: adequate representation; and your solution, presenting the
well and had some beautiful
feeds. The others in the starting
:.:,':', student body with qualified candidates, both strike me as
naive generalities. First, three of the students are elected '.i lineup were Ben Wilson '72,
from definite constituencies and allowing all students to ..: Bruce Wheeler '71, Brown, and
vote seems to me as absurd as putting some office such as .
Cleveland. Nick Mumford '70
President of TCA up for general ballot. The other two
and Steve Chamberlain '70 also
saw enough action to put their
,:..., students, the President and Secretary of the Association,
should be and are elected by a larger and more varied, :'': point totals in double figures.
:?:.:i group. This group is more slanted toward the student :
When the second half began,
population in that each IM manager and many living group ::::. the Engineers immediately
:..!iiiii
.:": representatives are allowed to vote in addition to, varsity :.'-Yi showed that they had lost none
captains and managers, not simply lettermen, who also have .:..!. of their momentum by rapidly
iii!!::.J
*.:". a vote. Each vo~ter must '-register" by-'showing some interest .:. adding six points to their lead at
in athletics at MIT and putting in his time to qualify for a ....... 46-30. The team played tremendously as a unit with the scoring
(Please turn to page 61 -,.' '.,'.,-., ,.',.,, , ,,, , -., -.--.-.-.
.:::'::.
:..:i..`:.~.2:.:..:..:.:.:.i............~............~..............~~~~~~ X..X~.;..
~..~.~..~.........
:i:: .. being much more spread out.
~;:~:::~~..~::..~~:::..~~:::....~::~..::::..~::::~~.::::~~~::::~~.:::~..~:::~...:::
x:::e.- : : : -. ~::.
Worcester was completely out-

the Engineers in the meet by
winning a come-from-behind'
match. He was do! n 2-0 after
the first period ant lost the
advantage at the start of 'he
second. But in a ffme display of
wrestling, he escaped, tookdown his oppon'ent, and scored a
near-fall. He fimished with an 8-2
advantage. This cut Harvard's
lead to 17-14 with only the
unlimited match left.
Davis has been out all season
with injured knees which are still
weak. Despite this, he managed a
very strong victory. The score of
104 doesn't give full credit to
his superiority as his opponent's
four points came on escapes
where Davis's knees were obviously bothering him.

Gagers crush WPI87-61,
Brown's 25- tops scorers

z

i

` ,"I-

1 I

Ben Wilson (32) jumps for rebound while Nick Mu mford (30)
Photoby Tom Jahns
moves in to help. Tech trounced WPI 87-61.
played all over the court. The
final score of 87-61 was an
accurate representation of the
game.
Brown's 25 points keeps his
ppg average at over 24. This is
above the MIT scoring average
record. He now has 218 points'
for nine games. Furthermore,
the whole team is continuing to
score at a record pace.
The cagers now take their 3-6
record to Halifax, Nova Scotia
for the annual Bluenose Classic
this Thursday. This will be
Tech's third appearance in the
tournament. MIT's last appearance was in 1966 when they

beat Acadia College and Dalhousle for the chaumpionship.
This year they have drawn St.
Mary's of Halifax for the
opening round on FFriday. The
other teams in the ttournament
are Waterloo Lutheraan and host
Acadia.
MIT (87)
Cleveland
Brown
Wheeler
Wilson
Mumford
Chambeilain
Lowe j~

IM Basketball
Standings 12/19/6 9
A League

BOTH ARE 3-0
- By Fred Mituv
With less than half the season
completed, there are still three
undefeated teams left in 'A'
league. DU 'A' and SAE 'A' lead
with, threae victories apiece with
LCA'A' right behind them with
two victories without a setback.
This state' of' affairs isliable
to continue until this Wednesday
when the SAEiors and LCA
square off.Each of the 'B' leagues sport
two unbeaten teams. ATO and
Photo by Gary Ezzell
Senior House 'A' share the lead
of league BI with identical 2-0
Jay Zager '70 drives in for a lay-up against two PLP defenders.
slates. Baker 'A' leads league B2 Baker won the game to give themselves a 4-0 record for the season.
by virtue of one more victory,
but runner-up SC is also undefeated.
League C3 is led by TDC's 3-0, four wins. Chemical Engineering,
The situation is similar in the but DKE 'A' and SN are right Sloan 'A', and Gurus I1-are all
'C' leagues. In C 1Burton'3' and behind with 2-0.
tied with two wins. This Sunday
East Campus 'B' are both 3-0.
The Graduate league has four Chemistry and Gurus II will be
LCA 'B' is all alone in league C.2 out of its nine teams still un- fighting it out to preserve their
with a 2-0 record. PKS -A'is 2-1. defeated. Chemistry leads with unblemished records.

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7
8.

DU 'A'
SA E 'A'
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SA-E, DU lead 51 leagaue basketball
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